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County's high use of groundwater resource cannot be sustained. Time 
to talk seriously about solutions. 
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We are privileged, here in central Wisconsin, not to have to think about water as a scarce, precious resource — 
but that is exactly what it is. Don't believe it? Ask someone who lives in the southwestern U.S., where an 
uncertain water future could literally threaten the existence of entire cities. 

The fact is that our plentiful, clean and fresh water is a resource that needs far-sighted management. That's why 
we appreciate the calls by Portage County Executive Patty Dreier to form a real plan for managing and 
maintaining the region's water supply. 

Portage County used more groundwater in 2011 and 2012 than any other county in Wisconsin, according to the 
state Department of Natural Resources. That is despite the fact that it is only the 23rd-most populated of the 
state's 72 counties. 

That should be a wake-up call. That level of water use cannot be sustained, and the entire region will suffer if 
the resource is depleted. 

Certainly we value central Wisconsin's agricultural sector, which contributes a great deal to the overall 
economy; and certainly the region's growers of potatoes, a high-water-use crop, and other farmers who rely on 
high-capacity wells have a right and an expectation that they will be able to irrigate their crops. There is a 
balance to be struck here, but it is not a simple task and there is a real tension among the rights and expectations 
of different stakeholders. 

But that is a good reason for the county government to serve as the site of a discussion and the development of a 
comprehensive water use policy that works for those whose primary concerns are agriculture, or recreation, or 
ecology, or simply fresh drinking water. The interests and incentives of these groups are not identical, but they 
do overlap, and compromises are possible. 

Dreier's decision in her State of the County address to characterize stewardship of groundwater as a leading 
concern for Portage County should be the beginning of a real public conversation. We all use and rely on fresh 
water, and we cannot afford to wait until a moment of crisis to ensure that it will be a sustainable resource 
available to future generations. 
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